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Knowledge discovery in databases can informally be introduced as large scale
search for interesting patterns in databases. So the main paradigms that have
to be operationalized in a KDD system are patterns, search, and evaluation of
interestingness. In this paper, we summarize the approaches implemented in the
discovery system Explora to realize these paradigms and discuss experiences and
problems.
1. Introduction: The KDD Process and related Paradigms
Knowledge discovery is a data analysis process. But compared to conventional
"manual" analysis, a discovery process is supported by a KDD system estab-
lished with a high degree of autonomy, especially with the ability to construct,
process and evaluate large search spaces of hypotheses. However, a discov-
ery process mostly cannot be specied in advance and automated completely,
because it depends on dynamic, result dependent goals and intuitions of the an-
alyst and emerges iteratively. Typically, a process consists of many steps, each
attempting at the completion of a particular discovery task, and accomplished
by a targeted application of a discovery method, i.e. a discovery strategy. The
process iterates many times through the same application domain, based on
search in various hypotheses spaces. Therefore, an appropriate synergy of the
user and the KDD system has to be provided.
Mining for instances of dierent types of patterns (rules, changes, trends,
etc.) is the central task within this process. However, in the whole process
of obtaining knowledge, inference of patterns is only one and often small part.
The whole process starts with data collection and cleaning tasks including
selecting, combining, and deriving data as well as providing domain knowledge
to be exploited by the system. Then mining tasks and appropriate methods and
their parameters are selected according to the types and application purposes
of knowledge that shall be discovered and the problem and data types. The
major data mining tasks are classication, clustering, dependency modeling,
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summarization, change and trend detection, and interactive visualization to
explore e.g. space and time related ows. After the pattern instances have
been derived in the data mining step, postprocessing of the found patterns
includes selecting and constructing elaborated, truly interesting patterns and
their presentation. Finally, the discovered knowledge is used.
When identifying the main paradigms that are used as general approaches
in KDD and that dier from conventional data analysis approaches, one can
concentrate on the mining and postprocessing phases. The preprocessing tasks
are mostly commonplace in any data analysis work. They include data ex-
ploration to get a rst feeling of the domain and data, supported for instance
by interactive graphical presentations (dynamic scatter plots and other inter-
active statistical presentations, parallel coordinates, netmaps, etc.) and data
preparation by cleaning, derivation and reduction techniques, and the selec-
tion of an appropriate data model. Especially when datasets are very large or
several operational databases have to be combined, also technical aspects of
datamanagement play an important role in preprocessing, including ensuring
ecient data access possibly achieved by a datawarehouse or an own datamin-
ing database relying on an inverted organization of data.
A KDD specic task within preprocessing is the specication of domain
knowledge that can be exploited in the following mining and renement phases.
The role of domain knowledge in KDD is studied below. Another important
point is data reduction, primarily addressing the often very large number of
variables in large scale datamining applications. This can be done statically
in a preprocessing step, e.g. by feature selection techniques, or, as will be
discussed below, dynamically during a mining task.
In the following subsections, we introduce the main paradigms that are
characteristic for data mining and hypotheses evaluation and renement.
1.1. The pattern paradigm
The central paradigm for data mining is that of a pattern. In most informal def-
initions, KDD is introduced as the nontrivial process of identifying valid, novel,
potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data (Fayyad et
al. [2]). A pattern is seen as a class, type or schema of a statement, and an
instance of a pattern is a concrete statement S in a high level language that
describes a subset D(S) of a database D with a quality q(S) (Frawley et
al. [4]; Kl

osgen & Zytkow [12]). Thus, from a data analysis or statistical
viewpoint, a pattern can also be seen as a model representing a subdomain of
the application domain in a formal language or as an hypothesis or assumption
that has to be statistically veried in data. Constitutive for a pattern class
are the meaning, i.e. the statistical content or problem type of the abstract
pattern type or model class, the verication and evaluation methods testing
an hypothesis associated to a pattern instance and measuring its quality by
operationalizing several aspects of interestingness, the presentation schemes,
the arguments or search dimensions, and the search characteristics and search
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control properties. For a pattern type, there are several options for verication
and quality computation, presentation in natural language or graphical form,
and search control.
A pattern instance is treated by a discovery system as a node in a search
space which is processed by a search algorithm, an hypothesis on a regularity
in data, tested and evaluated by a verication and a quality method, and a
nding which is presented to the user.
1.2. The search paradigm
Therefore, large scale and mostly brute force search is another important KDD
paradigm. Search is the core of most data mining algorithms. In a sense,
the search approach mimics the procedure of data analysts when looking at a
set of cross-tabulations to nd interesting cells or when generating a sequence
of statistical (regression) models. Compared to the limited manual analysis
capacities, a computerized brute force search can be organized more systemati-
cally and more completely to cover large parts of hypotheses spaces. Therefore,
already in the statistics and data analyses community, there were early imple-
mentations of this brute force paradigm. Statistical packages like SPSS allow
to generate all cross- tabulations, oer heuristical approaches searching for
good regression models by applying forward selection, backward elimination
and stepwise strategies, and CART methods (Breiman et al. [1]) and their
predecessors generate classication and regression trees.
However, most early brute force techniques in data analysis had a bad
reputation among statisticians. They were often characterized as "torture the
data until they confess" and a main critique referred to testing many hypotheses
leading necessarily to results that will occur just by chance. Especially the last
point has to be observed very seriously in datamining methods: Bonferroni
adjustment or similar techniques to adapt the test criteria to the huge number
of tests, and applying independent training and test datasets are necessary to
ensure statistically valid results.
Search strategies can be optimizing or satisfying. Optimizing strategies as-
pire to discover pattern instances (hypotheses) with the best quality, satisfying
strategies derive all instances that satisfy the given constraints. Search can be
exhaustive or heuristic. An exhaustive strategy prunes only hypotheses that
cannot belong to the solutions, whereas heuristic strategies like hill-climbing
and its extensions (tabu search, simulated annealing), beam-, tree-, or stepwise
search aspire to process prospective regions of the search space, but cannot
exclude that there are (better) solutions in the pruned subspaces. Webb [18]
proposes an ecient exhaustive search strategy; but often the search space can-
not be restricted in a way that allows exhaustive search (e.g. by limiting the
order of conjunctions, applying only coarse discretizations and taxonomies).
Another possibility to avoid combinatorial explosion is to apply constraints
on the search space. Ideally, such constraints represent domain knowledge,
preventing also from discovering many uninteresting pattern instances.
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Search can be performed automatically in large hypotheses spaces or under
an iterative and detailed control of the user selecting at each iteration step a
prospective subspace of the overall search space and, stimulated by the results
in this subspace, directs the search to a next subspace. The selection of sub-
spaces is inuenced by the evaluation of interestingness of the hypotheses in a
subspace.
1.3. The interestingness paradigm
Having introduced verication and qualities for pattern instances, we mainly
addressed the statistical evaluation of interestingness of the associated hypothe-
ses. The statistical validity of a hypothesis includes the aspects strength of a
pattern (deviation of a mean in a subgroup from the overall mean, probability
or certainty of a rule, etc.) and generality of the pattern (size of the subgroup).
Simplicity refers to the syntactical complexity of the presentation of a pattern.
Novelty and usefulness are more subjective aspects of interestingness which are
not yet implemented in most current KDD systems. Some proposals to treat
novelty can be based on adaptive behaviour of the system learning from the
user when selecting among presented ndings. Matheus et al. [16] treat the
usefulness facet: In the KEFIR system, the utility of a nding is determined
based on its estimated benet from a possible action connected to it. Major
and Mangano [13] describe a semiautomatic process of identifying interesting
rules among a vast amount of rules.
One technique to deal with interestingness is based on constraining the
search space. Domain related constraints are dened that are used to exclude
non-interesting patterns. In an association rule application, e.g. when search-
ing sets of products that are typically jointly bought in mail-orders, associa-
tions between products that appear on the same page of the catalogue issued
by the mail order company may be dened as uninteresting by specifying a
corresponding constraint between products. Other search space constraining
techniques are applied when syntactical biases are dened for the hypotheses
language (like a conjunctive description language for subgroups), e.g. by var-
ious preference specications related to groups of variables. Similar variables
are arranged in a group and conditions are specied on how many variables are
to be considered from each group in what order.
A special problem area for operationalizing interestingness in KDD is the
integration of several aspects of interestingness. Several integration types can
be distinguished. A rst possibility is given by integrating various interesting-
ness aspects into a single one-dimensional result, e.g. by a weighted sum of the
single aspects, or by an evaluation function combining several measures like
the product of the square root of the subgroup size and the subgroup strength
(as usually done in statistical evaluations). Another possibility is a multidi-
mensional interestingness result. Then multidimensional orderings of interest-
ingness vectors are studied, or the the single aspects are ordered hierarchically
(Michalski [14]).
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In the following sections, we will present the main realizations in the dis-
covery system Explora (Kl

osgen [9, 10, 11]) that relate to these paradigms
and some of the experiences with these solutions.
2. Patterns in Explora
Since the pattern paradigm incorporates a very broad concept, many mining
tasks can be captured within this framework. Figure 1 gives some rst simple,
but not KDD-typical examples implemented in Explora.
2.1. Types of data analysis problems represented with Explora patterns
A simple classication of data analysis questions or problem types is rst or-
ganized along the dichotomy of whether any dependent variables shall be an-
alyzed with respect to their relations to independent variables. This leads to
the main groups of identifying dependencies between variables (also called su-
pervised learning in Machine Learning terminology) and clustering approaches
(unsupervised learning). Explora does not include clustering patterns, but only
some simple patterns for unsupervised discovery (e.g. the patterns illustrated
in Figure 1a and 1b).
Example 1: covering subsets of attributes
· meaning: A subset of (binary) attributes is covering,
if at least 
 s 
 % of all records in the database hold the value 1
 for each attribute of the subset
· verification method: simple arithmetic calculation
· presentation: symptom1, symptom 17, symptom41 cover 13 %
· search dimension: all subsets of attributes
· search control: set is covering --> all subsets are covering
Figure 1a. The components of the pattern covering subsets of attributes
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Example 2: keys in a database 
·  meaning: a subset of attributes is  a key, 
  if there are no two different records in the database 
that hold the same values for each attribute in the subset
·  verification method: simple arithmetic calculation 
·  presentation:  {attr 2, attr 3, attr 21} is a key
·  search dimension:   all subsets of attributes
·  search control:   set is key --> each superset is key
Figure 1b. The components of the pattern keys in a database
Example 3: regression model 
· meaning: a regression model describes a (linear) relation 
between a dependent and a set of independent variables
·  verification method: F test, quality function: adjusted R square 
·  presentation:  log SALARY = 3.85 + 0.001 AGE - 0.103 SEX + 0.3 EDLEV 
·  search dimension:   all subsets of independent variables 
·  search control:   forward selection, backward elimination, 
 stepwise regression
Figure 1c. The components of the pattern regression model
One reason for the absence of conceptual clustering approaches in Explora is
partially demand-driven, possibly by a biased selection of application domains
where the analysis of dependent variables was required. But another reason is
the implementation of the general search approach in Explora which is not so
fundamental for clustering techniques. Many conceptual clustering approaches
are realized by incremental or constructive techniques. The Cobweb system
(Fisher [3]), for instance, incrementally assigns a next object to a class in the
current clustering or performs such operations as creating a new class, merging
and splitting classes. Cluster/2 (Michalski & Stepp [15]) constructs at rst
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stars from seeds and then a disjoint cover for stars. So search in hypothesis
spaces is not the appropriate paradigm of these techniques.
The predominant part of the patterns implemented in Explora refer to the
analysis of one or several dependent variables. These dependent variables which
are selected by the user are studied for their relations to independent variables
(also selected by the user). KDD usually deals with given databases that
collect data on objects or cases such as persons. Subgroups of these objects
are constructed referring to the independent variables (e.g. males, high income
persons over 65 years old). Then the dependent variables are analysed in these
subgroups by evaluating a distributional parameter (mean, share, determinant
of covariance matrix, etc.) of the dependent variables in the subgroup.
A classication of pattern types for analysing dependencies can be arranged
along the dimensions of type of dependent variables and number of population to
be analysed. This corresponds to the usual classication of statistical problems,
e.g. in the context of selecting statistical tests.
When analysing a single population, the distributional parameter of the de-
pendent variables in the subgroup is compared with the value of the parameter
in the whole population. For the analysis of several populations, the values of
the parameter in the subgroup of these populations are compared.
By providing these various pattern types in Explora, a broad range of anal-
ysis problems can be treated, ranging from rules for identifying deviations in
subgroups from some overall behaviour, to identications of changes and time
trends when analysing regularly collected data. Patterns for both categorical
and continous dependent variables can be discovered. The next step would
be to analyse co-occurrence patterns for the results found in these dierent
hypotheses spaces. For instance, when a subgroup was identied that changed
its behaviour between two time points, one can analyse the behaviour of the
subgroup in other hypotheses spaces and derive explanations for the change.
2.2. Verication and quality methods
The verication and quality functions that are used to evaluate the subgroups
refer to diverse statistical problem types. As mentioned in 2.1, one of various
distribution parameters of dependent variables in the subgroup determines the
meaning or problem type. Figure 2 lists some verication methods within a
classication of problem subtypes according to the two dimensions "type of
dependent variable" and "number of populations compared" that are used in
Explora to oer some 30 pattern types for capturing interestingness of sub-
groups.
A verication method is associated to a statistical test for a distribution
parameter, e.g. a mean. Then a mean test veries that the mean of the
dependent variable in the subgroup diers signicantly from an a-priori value
like the overall mean in the population, or that the mean of the dependent
variable in the subgroup is signicantly higher in a rst population than in a
second population, or that the mean of the dependent variable in a subgroup
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Figure 2. A classication of pattern subtypes in Explora
strongly increases over time (when a population of cases is given for each point
in a series of time points).
Statistical tests in the verication methods compute evidence (mainly sta-
tistical signicance). For exploration, we need no exact and elaborate statistical
tests, but simple approximations, because we perform many tests in a large hy-
potheses space. A too small signicance threshold leads to many ndings, some
of which are statistically not justied, because they are merely random results.
Moreover, a large number of ndings will confuse the user and give him the
possibility to select perhaps those statements conrming his prejudices. Gen-
erally, we therefore select large signicance thresholds. Using an explorative
test, we decide, whether a distinct value of a random variable (the number of
target elements in a subgroup, the mean of a target variable in a subgroup,
etc.) diers from an expected value signicantly. We calculate the expected
value and (mostly an estimation of) the variance of the random variable. For
an exact test, we need the distribution function of the random variable, but
for exploration, we can use approximations. In our explorative tests, we use
the expected value and the variance, and as thresholds for regarding a value as
signicant, deviations of the value from the expected value that exceed a xed
multiple of the standard deviation.
We use only deviations from the expected value of at least 3s, where s
is mostly an estimation of the unknown standard deviation. Furthermore, we
regard patterns with deviations between 3s and 5s only as weak indications for a
signicant nding. For a normal distributed random variable, the probability of
deviations of more than 2s is about 5% and of more than 3s is about 0.3%. This
is also true for other distributions (t-, binomial, hypergeometric distribution)
which are used in Explora tests (Kl

osgen [8]). Therefore, a level of signicance
of 5 is relatively high, but takes into account the multitude of tests and the
approximations (no normal distributions, no independencies, noise, etc.).
Such a verication method is introduced rst to exclude random results.
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Since the hypotheses spaces in Explora are restricted to some tenthousands of
hypotheses (by space and run time constraints of the software implementation),
the above selection of the 5s condition is reasonable. Further, this measure
(deviation of observed value of parameter from expected value related to its
standard deviation) is used to measure the quality of a pattern instance. For
example, in the two cases of probabilistic rules and of comparing the share of a
target group in a subgroup for two populations, the following quality functions
are derived from this measure:



























g and p refer in (2) to the union of the two populations
(2)
These functions combine the generality of a pattern (size g of the subgroup)
with the strength of a pattern. The inuence of the size of a subgroup is mea-
sured by its square root, and the strength by the dierence of the conditional
probabilities (share of target elements in subgroup).
Other options of quality functions for these two and other patterns are
oered in the Explora system. Appropriate choices depend on the discovery
goals, e.g. accuracy of single descriptions versus optimal overall set of descrip-
tions. In (Kl

osgen [11]), some contributions to a theory of quality functions
are presented.
Experiences with dierent quality functions refer to the two aspects of en-
suring statistical signicance (verication test) and calculating a numerical
quality for an hypothesis. Especially, when databases are large (e.g. more than
tenthousand cases), the selected statistical test is often not so important. In
these cases, many hypotheses are validated with a signicance level of 10 or
higher. Thus, it plays no role for most of the selected hypotheses, if their sig-
nicance level is calculated as 9.5 or 10.5 by using a dierent statistical test,
when a minimal level is reasonably set to 5.
Quality functions must be selected in the context of search strategies. When
a simple satisfying approach is used and all veried hypotheses are presented in
the order of their qualities, then also the eect of dierent quality functions is
not so outstanding. By using a dierent quality function, typically nearly the
same hypotheses are presented, however in a dierent ordering. When selecting
a quality function that highly emphasizes the size of a subgroup, more general
subgroups will be presented rst, even if the stength of the pattern in the
subgroup is not so high.
The situation is dierent when renement methods based on a suppress-
ing algorithmus are used (compare Section 3). Here the hypothesis with a
higher quality has a larger potential to suppress another similar hypothesis.
As one rule to select between quality functions, we use the direction of the
user, whether the generality criterium has a higher preference for the analy-
sis problem than the strength of the pattern. The square-root in the func-
tions (1) and (2) can then be replaced by some other exponent for adapting
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the quality function to the required properties of resulting hypotheses. More
expert-knowledge has to be identied and incorporated in future KDD systems
which is related to providing dierent quality functions for a pattern type and
to install expert selection rules based on global directions of the user about the
general properties the resulting ndings shall have.
2.3. Search dimensions
A pattern has been introduced as a statement about a subset of the data. To
address a subset, Explora uses the following concepts. A population refers to a
segmentation of the database that is derived by the values of a distinguished
variable. Typically this variable represents time and a population then includes
all the cases belonging to a selected time point in a database that includes cases
for dierent time points. Another frequently distinguished variable represents
countries, then a population includes all the cases of a special country in a
multi-national database.
A range is a subset of the cases of a population that is described and selected
by a selection query (typically we use conjunctions of propositional expressions
as selection queries in Explora). Ranges are introduced to further restrict the
statements on subsets of the populations. A space of ranges is dened by
selecting some variables and further details for the description language such
as to use at most k conjunctions in a range description. A range space is a set
of descriptions which is partially ordered by generality.
An variable set is a selection of variables and is mostly used for selecting
dependent variable(s) for dependency patterns (its use in the coverage and key
patterns 1.1 and 1.2 is obvious). For dependency patterns, this can either be
a set of categorical variables (or discretized continous variables) or a set of
continuous variables. For continous variables, a partial ordering is dened in a
variable set as the subset relation. In case of categorical variables, a partially
ordered set of subsets of a population (target sets) is dened by a variable set.
A subgroup is also a selection of cases of a population which is syntactically
built like a range or a target group. Subgroups are constructed by selecting
the independent variables for a dependency pattern. Therefore syntactically
there is no dierence between a range, a target group and a subgroup. A range
represents a restriction, a target group the dependent part and a subgroup the
independent part in a dependency pattern.
The graphical user interface of Explora allows the specication of these
three search dimensions, each to be constructed as a partially ordered space, by
selecting variables and their values (including taxonomies) in a range, a variable
set (dependent variables) and an independent variables window. By selecting
one or several populations and the type of dependent variables, implicitely the
pattern type is selected (according to the classication of pattern types by
number of populations and type of dependent variables). The Explora search
space is then constructed as the product space of these partially ordered spaces,




where also the internal search layer of Explora is described. The internal search
layer of Explora applies to the product of an arbritary number of any partially
ordered spaces, but the Explora GUI is restricted to the search dimensions
characterized above.
2.4. Search control
Search control directions are prespecied when implementing a pattern type in
Explora and can be partially modied by the user. There are two main controls
referring to the hierarchical ordering of search dimensions and to redundancy
lters. The default hierarchical ordering of processing and presenting search
spaces and their results is top-down and proceeding from ranges as the outer
loop, over dependent subsets like target groups to the independent subgroups as
the inner loop. Thus, at rst subgroups are found for the most general range(s)
and the most general target group(s). Then, for the most general range(s),
subgroups are found for more special target groups. Depending on the type
of the pattern, typically at rst the most general subgroups are analysed and
then their specializations.
This results of course in a large number of ndings, even if a single inner
loop on subgroups and their renement only produces a moderately sized set
of results. Therefore, the heuristic pruning criterium "if true, then successor
not interesting" is applied. If a nding can be veried for a range, a target
group and a subgroup, then the space of hypotheses that refer to more special
ranges, target groups, and subgroups is pruned.
Other lters of the type "if true, then successor true" or "if true, then
predecessor true" can be exploited for special pattern types (see gures 1.1 and
1.2) and for special constraints. If the lters are specied for special constraints,
then the pruning ags are set within the verication method, otherwise they
are associated to the verication result. The coverage constraint, e.g., requiring
a minimal number of target elements in a subgroup and a range, infers for all
three search dimensions the redundancy lter "if true, then predecessor true".
This means, if a triple consisting of a range, a target group, and a subgroup
does not satisfy this constraint, then also any specialization will not satisfy the
constraint and can be pruned from further search.
The redundancy lters proved as a powerful feature to reduce the search
eort, and for one-dimensional search spaces, the number of presented results
(search space of subgroups with xed target group and range). However, in
the case of multi dimensional search spaces with large spaces of ranges and
target groups, often the number of presented results is still very large, so that
additional solutions have to be found. More interactivity involving the user in
inuencing the running search process could be a prospective solution, but was
not implemented in Explora.
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2.5. Presentation methods
Findings are presented in natural language form. Text templates can be pro-
vided by the user for an hierarchical arrangement (see 2.4) of the search di-
mensions of a pattern type. Header templates typically relate to the range
and target group hierarchies, and detail templates to the subgroup loop (which
usually is the inner loop). Open positions within these templates are provided
for the dimensions of a pattern type. These open positions are replaced by a
natural language representation of an element of the component search dimen-
sion, while the remaining text specied in the template is xed. A method
has to be provided that generates the natural language representation for an
element of a search dimension, e.g. for a subset of cases representing a selection
query dened by a conjunctional expression (compare subsection 3). Figure 3
shows an example of results presented on the basis of text templates.
By modifying these templates, the user has some exibility in adapting the
result presentation to a special application domain. However, the presentation
of results is basically static, i.e. the results are presented as a hierarchical list
of ndings oering to the user no possibility to operate actively on the results,
e.g. by selecting individual ndings and starting a new search or renement
task related to the selected ndings.
An experimental implementation of graphical result presentation has been
added (Kl

osgen [8]). A nding selected by the user is illustrated by a tradi-
tional presentation graphic (bar chart, pie chart, etc.), where some graphical
design knowledge is coded in expert rules selecting and compiling an appro-
priate type of graphical presentation. More advanced presentation methods
should provide additional statistical information such as condence intervals
(e.g. fourfold display representing a rule and the condence intervals for the
probabilities associated to a rule) and graphical methods to present not only
single results, but a result space (e.g. the rule and tree navigators developed
by Silicon Graphics).
3. Performing Search in Explora
The search layer of Explora provides an environment supporting search tasks
in a product space of partially ordered sets. Search is scheduled in two phases:
a basic brute force search and a renement phase. Basic brute force search is
an exhaustive search. To overcome the time complexity of exhaustive search,
pruning conditions are included based on redundancy lters (see 2.4). Ad-
ditionally, some heuristic strategies are oered that are composed from basic
search steps in subspaces, e.g. a stepwise search approach iteratively selecting
an appropriate subset of variables to be used for subgroup construction, a tree
and a beam search approach. Subspaces constructed by these heuristical ap-
proaches have a limited search depth (i.e. depth = 1). Figure 4 summarizes
the basic brute force search.
In the algorithm of gure 4, the stronger and weaker direction for each
search dimension, which can be either successor, predecessor, or not existing,
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Problem: Conditions for good productions
target group: QKG1 < 0.16, QKG3 < 0.41
Pattern: Probabilistic rules
Strategy: High accuracy, Small overlapping, Recursive exhaustive search
Productions: Plant A, 1995
20% of the productions are good
Subgroups describing the target group:
66% of PG2L8 = 0, PG4 < 0.18
94% of PG2L8 = 0, PG4 < 0.18, PG15 > 0.88, PG15L8 > 0.88
100% of PG2L8 = 0, PG4 < 0.18, PG1 = 0.25, PG12 0.450.55
22% coverage of the target group, 9.8% overlapping
55% of PG8 = 0.7, PG11L8 0.8-0.85
100% of PG8 = 0.7, PG11L8 0.8-0.85, PG4 < 0.18, PG15L8 > 0.88
100% of PG8 = 0.7, PG11L8 0.8-0.85, PG1L4 = 0.25
19% coverage of the target group, 5.4% overlapping
63% of PG1 = 0.5, PG16 0.5-0.6
90% of PG1 = 0.5, PG16 0.5-0.6, PG15 0.6-0.7, PG15L4 0.6-0.7
86% of PG1 = 0.5, PG16 0.5-0.6, PG8L8 = 0.75, PG15L4 0.6-0.7
35% coverage of the target group, 9.4% overlapping
total coverage of target group: 66%
total overlapping: 19%
Figure 3. Conditions for good products
is determined by the redundancy lters specied for a dimension. Stronger
nodes can be eliminated, because they are false, and weaker nodes, because
they are not interesting. Details are described in (Kl

osgen [10]). Since the
search space structure is built statically, elimination can easily be implemented
(see below).
The renement phase in Explora aims at alleviating the deciencies of brute
force search, especially to overcome the ood of information consisting of too
many valid hypotheses by selecting or deriving the truly interesting hypothe-
ses. More general renement tasks that are not supported in Explora deal
with interpretation and visualization, checking and consolidation of conicts
with existing knowledge and the incorporation of the derived knowledge into
the application component of a domain. To overcome the problems of brute
force search, good results have been achieved in the Explora system with a
suppression algorithm (Gebhardt [5], Kl

osgen [11]), evaluating both the
quality and the similarity of hypotheses. The degree of similarity between two
hypotheses controls the suppression of a hypothesis with a weaker quality by a
better quality hypothesis.
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loop over nodes in product search space, following lexicographic ordering:
if logical-value-of-verication-method-of-pattern(node) = true
search for snode::= one strongest true node among nodes stronger than node
optionally treat weaker nodes than snode
insert snode in set of elements of result structure present snode on output
stream (use presentation-template of pattern)
eliminate weaker nodes than snode
eliminate stronger nodes than snode
if logical-value-of-verication-method-of-pattern(node) = false
eliminate stronger nodes
node = next available node (relative to node and lexicographic ordering)
Figure 4. Basic search loop in Explora
Though basic search relying on pruning of search spaces implied by pruning
criteria is useful for discovery of true and partially interesting ndings, some
aspects of interestingness have to be treated in a renement phase to overcome
diverse problems. A few problems are illustrated now in more detail.
First, consider the trade-o between the strength and the generality of a
nding. Regard two hypotheses on a group "Males" and a subgroup "Males,
older than 60". Both ndings may be signicant, but the nding on the
subgroup may be more signicant. Basic search may only present the group
"Males" and then prune the search subspace under this node. A renement
technique decides how much higher the signicance of the subgroup must be in
order to also (only) present the subgroup.
Renement of ndings also means that heterogeneities within groups of
cases are controlled depending on the structures available in the language used
to describe groups. For instance, if intervals of the values of a variable (e.g.
numerical variable age) are formed to describe groups, one has to exclude a nd-
ing about the positive deviation in a signicant subgroup "age 30-60", when
the subgroup 50-60 shows a negative deviation. The subgroup veried by ba-
sic search is signicant, but the real cause may be a subset which is highly
signicant while its complement with respect to the subgroup is more or less
insignicant.
Selection techniques can be applied in the renement phase to save the
user from getting overwhelmed with many similar ndings where the sub-
groups are not subsets of one another, such as "Income> 3000, Age>30" and
Income>3500, Age>25". The suppression procedure implemented in Explora
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solves the interval-problem for the one-dimensional case, whereas for multi-
dimensional intervals, further techniques must be added to treat some cases of
overlapping.
Another problem is due to hidden dependencies between independent vari-
ables. Consider the nding "Mean of Salary is signicantly above the average
for White Males with Educational Level>16". Because of correlations between
the elds Sex, Minority Status, Educational Level, Employment Category, the
same nding also holds for High Employment Category. A renement technique
must treat a dependency White Males, Educational Level> 16  ! High Em-
ployment Category and decide if there is an additional eect of Males justifying
the nding "Mean of Salary is signicantly above the average for Males, High
Employment Category".
These problems are solved by the suppression procedure that employs two
notions: a measure of the quality of a single nding and an asymmetric measure
of the similarity of two ndings. These two cooperate in suppressing ndings
that are worse than, but similar to other ndings. Characteristics of this se-
lection procedure are studied in detail in (Gebhardt [5]).
The main drawbacks of the Explora search approach are the main memory
implementation of the search space and the static construction of individual
search dimensions. Search spaces are implemented in an object oriented way,
but the objects are maintained in main memory. This restricts the size of
the search spaces that can jointly be exploited in a search procedure to ap-
proximately 100.000 nodes in the product spaces. This limitation is of course
inuenced by the available main memory (Explora can be run on Macintosh,
and this limitation refers to a comfortable equipment of 32 Megabytes). An-
other factor which competes for main memory is the size of the database, or
more precisely, the size of the currently active data given by the segments and
variables selected for a discovery task, which is also held in main memory.
Therefore, Explora can be used for medium sized datasets of upto approxi-
mately 100.000 cases. Large search spaces of 100.000 nodes will require some
10 hours of performance, small search spaces including only ve to ten vari-
ables or constructed by heuristic approaches need some minutes. Given the
Macintosh environment, it is reasonable not to address any high volume data
mining applications, so that the limits of approximately 100.000 cases and 100
variables, and of search spaces with some tenthousands of nodes are practica-
ble. So alltogether, this main memory foundation proves as not such restrictive
considering this equipment and data mining environment.
A more serious drawback is the static construction of the search space.
This means, that at rst the component search dimensions are built as par-
tially ordered spaces, then the product space with the implied ordering, and
then search is performed using the statically constructed structure. The sys-
tem applies operators to construct search dimensions, i.e. partially ordered
spaces of objects. One of these operators constructs a partially ordered space
of subgroup objects given a selection of independent variables and language
parameters such as the maximal number of conjunctions. Based on an object
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oriented realization, methods are additionally included to provide the meaning
of an object of the constructed search dimension (i.e. a bit vector represent-
ing a subgroup, provided by the datamanagement interface) and the natural
language representation of an object (to be inserted into the open positions of
the text templates). The static construction was chosen, because it proved as
more time ecient when realizing pruning allowing look ahead elimination of
pruned search space elements. Experiments with a dynamic construction of
search spaces consumed too much time for checking pruning conditions when
dynamically generating a new element of the search space.
However, static construction needs more space, and more important, dy-
namic discretization of continous variables has not been implemented. The
Explora user has only the possibility to statically construct discrete taxonomies
for continous variables before starting a search task. By elaborating the search
strategies composed of several basic search and renement steps on restricted
partial search spaces, some of the limitations of static construction of (partial)
search spaces could be overcome.
4. Dealing with Interestingness in Explora
Since in addition to various application perspectives of a domain, there are so
many dierent pattern types, and for each pattern type, typically an abundance
of statistically valid pattern instances, interestingness cannot be handled totally
automatically by a discovery system. The user has to give some directions to the
system indicating on a relatively high level the current focus of interestingness.
So it is not possible just to give the command: "Find me everything interesting
in this dataset".
To do that, in Explora, the user rst selects a pattern type, to indicate
the interest in subgroups that deviate from some a priori or overall behaviour,
or in subgroups that have changed their behaviour in the last 2 years, or in
subgroups that show a special trend over the last 10 years, etc.. The next
specications relate to the search spaces that shall be constructed: subsets of
data that are to be analysed are implicitely dened by selecting populations,
several sets of variables and their values and taxonomies to construct ranges,
target groups and subgroups. Further, search strategies and their parameters
(e.g. exhaustive search of depth 3, beam search of depth 3 and width 5, etc.) are
selected. Finally redundancy lters and quality functions can be selected when
non default options shall be used. The potential for automatically set these
specications by the system in an intelligent way is low. Some possibilities exist
for determining appropriate search strategies, their parameters, and quality
functions, given the (size of the) search task and some additionally high level
indications of the user. Such indications could refer to some properties of the
ndings like accuracy, homogeneity of subgroups, etc., and higher level goals
could be transformed into the settings of some more technical parameters.
Also the domain knowledge that is exploited in Explora to deal with in-
terestingness is very limited. This includes some data dictionary knowledge,
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especially the type of independent variables to preselect pattern types, and
taxonomies which are mainly used to generate the results on an appropriate
hierarchical level. Explora does not oer the option to dene and exploit do-
main constraints, e.g. between values of variables that may (not) occur together
or special forms of syntactical biases that go beyond some basic parameters of
the description language (e.g. maximal and minimal numbers of conjunctions).
Because Explora does not apply FOL description languages (Quinlan [17]),
the possibilities for domain constraints are limited anyway. Also, there are no
features to deal with the novelty and usefulness aspect of interestingness in
Explora, for instance by comparing current results with previously discovered
results or studying the user behaviour when selecting or rejecting presented
results.
In Explora, interestingness is evaluated locally in the search process by
the verication method when processing a single pattern instance (node in
the search space) and globally treating a set of instances by pruning criteria
and search renement (i.e. the suppression algorithm). An application test
within the method veries some constraints for interestingness. The suppres-
sion algorithm of Explora relates to another aspect of interestingness, namely
non-redundancy treated by dissimilarity of ndings (compare section 3). Re-
nement is restricted to the analysis of a search space belonging to a single
pattern type. No options are oered to analyse and combine results belonging
to search spaces of dierent pattern types.
A theory of evaluation functions that measure aspects of interestingness
for hypotheses has been developed partially for the subgroup paradigm and
the various statistical measures like strength, generality, coverage (of target
elements). See (Kl

osgen [11]) for details, where axioms and equivalences for
evaluation functions are studied.
Besides the exploitation of domain knowledge for interestingness evaluation,
a KDD system has to rely on the user who, in an explorative and interactive
way, has to (re-) direct a discovery process based on intuitions stimulated by
intermediate results. Explora provides only a limited functionality to oper-
ate on results and redirect succeeding search tasks. These tasks have to be
dened "manually" by referring again to the various windows for specifying
populations, range-, target- and independent variables.
Explora mainly assesses the interestingness of individual subgroups. To
some limited degree, also the interestingness of a set of subgroups is evaluated,
e.g. by the suppression algorithm and some criteria related to the degree of
coverage and overlapping, signicance and simplicity of a set of subgroups
(compare Figure 3). Further approaches are needed to discover an optimal set
of subgroups (or ndings).
5. Conclusion: Some Problems for KDD
The preceding sections showed that there is already a vast spectrum of data
mining options in Explora that can be applied successfully for a broad range
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of applications. However, KDD is a still evolving research area, and some
problems have to be solved to provide high quality discovery results. In this
nal subsection, we will present some of these problems.
Ensuring statistically valid discovery results is a goal that should be strictly
observed in any KDD application, especially since a large scale search is per-
formed. It must be excluded as far as possible that mere random results are
generated by a KDD process. Traditionally, there are two areas for which statis-
tics has already developed a framework for ensuring validity and providing some
indication on the condence the user can have in the results. For a classication
task, classication accuracy of the whole set of derived ndings (rules) is used
as a single criterium to express and compare the quality of discovery results,
and the variance of the accuracy is analysed to assess accuracy for applying
classication rules for new data. Methods based on analysing separate training
and test datasets (e.g. cross validation) dominate in this classication discov-
ery task. When the discovery task consists in tting data by equations, several
parameters express the quality of a derived equation (e.g. variance reduction)
and usually condence intervals are derived for the parameters of the equation.
Similar methods for assessing the validity and condence of discovery results
and for measuring the overall quality of e.g. a set of rules or subgroups are also
necessary for descriptive patterns. As mentioned in Section 4, there are several
criteria such as degree of coverage and overlapping, signicance, simplicity, etc.
that can be jointly used to assess the quality of a set of subgroups describing
a target group. For descriptive patterns, it must be avoided further that the
descriptions overt the given data.
A second problem area relates to providing adequate description languages.
We have already mentioned the limited expressive power of propositional, at-
tributive languages. Sometimes rst order based approaches can be helpful
(Quinlan [17]). Constructive induction is another important approach re-
lated to this problem. Here, additional variables are constructed (dynamically
during search) that are better suited to describe the given data. Especially
for time and space related data, such derived variables can be useful when
including descriptive terms based on means, slopes or other (time-) series in-
dicators. Dynamically starting a separate search process for nding adequate
terms of a description language is already successfully solved for discretization
of numerical variables in some KDD systems.
Finding a best set of hypotheses among a large set of signicant hypotheses
is a third problem area. Methods such as tree approaches heuristically produce
a set of rules arranged as a tree, but usually there may exist better rule sets.
We have already identied the integration of several aspects of interesting-
ness as a problem area in Section 3. Future generations of systems will include
discovered knowledge in their domain knowledge base to a still higher extent
and use these ndings for further discovery processes. They will incorporate
more learning and adaptive behavior. Discovery methods will be used also
to learn from the users by monitoring and analysing their reactions on the
discovered and presented ndings to assess the novelty facet of interestingness.
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For very large datasets including millions of tuples and several hundreds of
variables, data reduction is important. Although high performance solutions
such as Data Surveyor (Holsheimer et al.[7]) can extend the applications
of KDD methods from the usual boundaries of common KDD systems (10**6
tuples, a few hundreds of elds) by some orders, feature selection and sampling
methods are often necessary to provide time ecient interactive discoveries.
Interactivity of discovery systems is important because of the explorative nature
of the KDD process (see Section 1). But also for ensuring clear discovery results,
reduction of variables is necessary.
Explorative data analysis methods often underline the principle of robust-
ness (compare Tukey and other protagonists). For KDD, this means that dis-
covery results should not change too sensitively respective to small alterations
of the data, description language or selected values of the dependent variables.
As an example, consider the denition of the target group in Figure 3. If the
specication QKG1 < 0.16 would be slightly changed to QKG1 < 0.17 (assum-
ing no large distributional eects for the variable QKG1), this should not lead
to a totally diverse set of rules identied in the discovery process. The main
concern in KDD has been on accuracy, whereas robustness until now only plays
a minor role in discovery research.
A variety of pattern types is available to execute discovery tasks such as
identication of interesting subgroups. Second order discovery to compare and
combine the results for dierent patterns could be necessary, especially if many
analysis questions can be issued to the data. For example, when deriving
classication and characteristic rules for a target group as separate discovery
tasks, the discovery results should be harmonized, in the sense that the same
variables are used for the dierent conditions.
A next point relates to changing data and domain knowledge. This problem
area includes incremental mining methods adapting existing results according
to the addition or modication of a small number of tuples and the comparison
of new discovery results (for the new data) with the preceding results. The role
of domain knowledge has been partially addressed in the preceding sections.
One purpose of domain knowledge for KDD is restricting search to exclude
uninteresting ndings and to increase time eciency. This technique has been
mainly applied in ILP approaches, but should be more extensively applied also
for the mainstream KDD methods.
Finally there are a lot of technical challenges to ensure ecient and inter-
active KDD processes. High performance solutions are necessary for VLDB
applications. Other problems relate to the integration of KDD systems with
other systems such as database systems or statistical packages. One promis-
ing development direction is characterized by incorporating KDD functionality
within DBMS systems.
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